#NJsdirtysecret is that trash-burning polluters get money for producing “clean” energy and YOU are paying for it!

New Jersey’s biggest incinerators are in our low-income communities and communities of color, and they are some of the BIGGEST polluters.

Burning waste converts it into air pollution and toxic ash that contaminate our communities.

New Jersey’s trash-burning incinerators:

- Emitted 10,000 tons of health-harming air pollution and nearly 7 million tons of climate change-causing greenhouse gases from 2015 to 2018;
- Are among NJ’s top 5 emitters of a dozen different air pollutants; and
- Had 1,700 violations of their air permits since 2004.

Despite being so filthy, incinerators have received over $30 million in “clean energy” subsidies since 2004. This is money that YOU pay to your utility as a ratepayer.

Instead, these dollars should be subsidizing truly renewable energy projects that would help and not harm New Jersey. New Jersey’s future is real clean energy like wind and solar, NOT polluting incinerators.

The New Jersey government needs to say NO to:

- burning waste in our communities
- building new facilities to burn waste
- giving these polluters our ratepayer money as if they were “clean” energy


Our Communities Are Not for Burning Other People’s Garbage!!

#BreathingTrash is Not the Answer!!